Abstract. The increasing complexity of Ubiquitous computing leads to the challenges in managing systems in an automated way, which accurately identifies problems and solves them. Many Artificial Intelligent techniques are presented to support problem determination. In this paper, a mechanism for problem localization based on analyzing real-time streams of system performance for automated system management is proposed. We use Bayesian network to construct a compact network and provide both inductive and deductive inferences through probabilistic dependency analysis throughout the network. An algorithm for extracting a certain factors that are highly related to problems is introduced, which supports network learning in diverse domains. The approach enables us to both diagnose problems on the underlying system status and predict potential problems at run time via probabilities propagation throughout network. A demonstration focusing on system reliability in distributed system management is given to prove the availability of proposed mechanism, and thereby achieving self-managing capability.
Introduction
With the rapid growth in size and flexibility in distributed computing systems nowadays, complexity appears frequently in all places especially in Ubiquitous Environment. Due to the fact that the more the requirements demanded, the more the complexities created [1] , it brings much more burdens and hardness for administrators to handle abnormities and maintain high system reliability, which is very important to system manager for managing the computer system and to users for running their applications. However, as autonomic computing [2] requirements emerged, selfmanaging ability appears on the IT stage as a challenging topic. It implies that the system can recover from faults on its own initiative instead of system administrators' direct handling, for the purpose of providing services to maintain high reliability without interruptions. As faults are unavoidable in the whole lifecycle of computer systems, problem localization techniques [3] generates a variety of challenging applications for the Artificial Intelligent techniques to provide fault localization technology, root cause analysis and other approaches applied to the fields of problem analysis.
With current increasing complexity, knowledge of the system and environment is not sufficient as we need to analysis the exact cause of unexpected problems in large scale of distributed environment; so much as exceptions and abnormalities occur without any anticipation. Existing techniques such as rule-based or case-based algorithms are not competent. In some cases, it is not popular in uncertain domain with missing information and inferring with low accuracy, and it becomes large size as increasing states [4] . Moreover, most existing researches on analyzing causes of problems [5] focus on post-treatment, which means that dealing with problems is time consuming, error-prone, and requires much experience and prior information.
Problem localization is a process of deducing the exact root cause of problems based on a set of observed information. Clearly, it is critical to designing an effective self-managing system, by which the system determines and solves problems automatically. In this paper, we propose a mechanism for fault localization based on Bayesian machine learning method to determine the cause of problems and also enable it to forecast under given observations via probabilistic dependency analysis. We add preconditioning course before learning structure, which improves the efficiency of structure learning without degrading the quality of learning. Following the proposed approach in performance problem domain, bidirectional inferences including fault diagnosis and prognosis are possible to conduct automated system management in complex distributed system, and hence improve system reliability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we provide related work on autonomic computing and list some problems in existing research, which focuses on fault diagnosis and fault management. Second, following the introduction of Bayesian network fundamental, we describe the proposed fault localization model structure in detail, then introduce preprocessing and structure learning. Third, we examine a straightforward application of learning network and discuss how to implement problem localization under the proposed approach. In the last section, we conclude this paper and provide directions for future research.
Related works
Self-managing system tasks in Ubiquitous environment such as real-time fault localization and problem diagnosis, call for higher levels of automation. Many recent studies introduce various methods for automated system management [6] , attempting to explore new approaches to improve self-managing capability, such as IBM selfaware distributed systems and Sun fault management in predictive self-healing.
-IBM Self-Aware Distributed Systems IBM research on self-aware distributed systems aims at automating an increasingly complex and expensive task of real-time problem diagnosis in large-scale distributed system by using state-of-art machine learning -Bayesian inference, probabilistic reasoning and information -theoretic approaches. It shows an architecture of diagnosis system called RAIL (Real-Time Active Inference and Learning), which uses the probe outcomes to make inferences about the system state, and actively requests the next most-informative probes to improve its diagnosis. [7] The most current focus of the work is on: Active diagnosis: Adjusting the probe set dynamically to improve diagnosis; Extending local approximation techniques to incremental, real-time scenarios; Handling intermittent failures, dynamic routing, and other nonstationarity in the network state and behavior using on-line learning; Active learning using flexibility in probe selection. -Sun Fault Management Utilities in Predictive Self-healing The Sun Fire X4500 server features the latest fault management technologies. This technology is incorporated into both the hardware and software of the server. Predictive Self Healing introduces a new software architecture and methodology for fault detection, diagnostics, logging, and system service management across Sun's product line. There are two major components in Predictive Self Healing [8] : Fault Management Architecture (FMA) and Service Management Facility (SMF).
Predictive self healing addresses two problems of commercial IT: Fix problems before they occur Circumvent operational problems with services A critical event prediction for proactive management describes an attempt to build a proactive prediction and control system for large clusters either through prediction algorithms or root cause solutions using probabilistic networks, including time-series, rule-based classification and Bayesian network models [1] . Furthermore, a hybrid prediction model in ubiquitous computing system adopts a selective model according to the system context, using various algorithms with respective characteristics, which can predict system situations before errors occur [4] .
Various machine learning algorithms are used in the automated system management. However, most of them rarely consider dependency relationships between collected information. In the case of such a situation, with the fact that there exist somewhat interrelated relationships between system metrics, it can start with representing a probabilistic dependency model among system elements rather than deeming them mostly independent.
Problem Localization
A key essential of self-managing is the ability of the system to perform real-time inferences and learning about its own behavior, to diagnose and predict various problems and performance degradations, namely, the capability of self-awareness. "Suit the remedy to the case". Only with the root cause of a problem can we make the system take appropriate actions or repair strategies to solve the problem. Furthermore, adding proactive prediction ability makes it prevent from unexpected loss through pretreatment, and hence achieve automated system management. Fault diagnosis and prognosis based on real-time streams of computer events contribute to self-managing for the purpose of determining root causes of problems i.e. fault localization and predicting future situations such as potential problems that going to occur.
In this paper, we use probabilistic machine learning method, which is mainly used as a modeling tool, to propose an inference model structure for fault diagnosis and prognosis in self-managing systems. It inferences the likelihood that a factor is in one state which is dependent on other factors' states that reflect the degrees of confidence. In terms of accuracy and efficiency of diagnosing problems and forecasting potential problems, we can deal with the data in the raw beforehand then combine prior information for inference.
Proposed Model Structure
Bayesian network based problem localization model structure is described in Fig. 1 . • Data Collecting: System real-time performance data is collected which also includes the system health states stored in the log file from target system via monitoring.
• Parameter Filtering & Categorization: The dataset, collected from the system log file, consists of real-time continuous parameters which are then discretized.
• Preprocessing: This processing course, mainly affecting the ultimate inference, is processed before using a Bayesian network. Herein we propose an approach based using information theory among filtered parameters, select a certain parameters and rank them in a node list that will be applied in structure learning.
• Bayesian Machine Learning for modeling Bayesian Belief network: 1) Topology Structure Learning: It finds a network structure that is most probable matching to the training data. 2) Parameter Learning: It decides on the conditional probability table of each node by learning from training data given a created network.
• Evidence Definition: This defines degree of confidence information which is called evidence by presenting with probabilities.
• Problem Localization including Diagnosis & Prognosis: Decided evidences are posted to constructed network to reason out )
Cause Effect P in different cases for determining high impact factor of faults or predicting potential problems under certain conditions. The parameter with the highest probability in the network is determined as the cause after probability propagation when making inferences. According to inference results, corrective repairs are taken to running system in order to keep continuous operation without pause. Analyzing statistic data from a given system, we can find patterns of system without knowing the inner running mechanism and conduct inference based on this.
Fundamental and Characteristics of Bayesian Network
Bayesian network or Bayesian belief network is a graphical structure to represent and reason about an uncertain domain, including nodes represent random variables of interest in the domain and arcs represent direct influences i.e. conditional dependencies between variables. It emphasizes that a link between two nodes does not, and need not, always imply causality, i.e. the network is not always a causal structure. It only implies a direct influence of parent node over child node in the sense that the probability of child node is conditional on the value of parent node, and two nodes may have a link between them even if there is no direct cause [9] . The formula (1) expressed below is a simple representation of Bayes' rule.
For more complex problems, it also has a mechanism that can propagate probabilities via extending Bayes' Rule throughout the whole network automatically. If a Bayesian network encodes the true independence assumptions of a distribution, we can use a factored representation for the distribution as follows:
Formula (2) shows that instead of the full joint distribution, we need only the conditional probabilities of a variable given its parents, which is based on Markov assumption. A distinct characteristic of Bayesian network is that it is especially useful in uncertainty domains with information about the past and/or the current situation being vague, incomplete, and conflicting. It's easy to explain how a system arrived at a particular recommendation, decision, or action as it can represent probabilistic relationships between nodes dynamically. Furthermore, Bayesian Network can be run in multiple directions, including bottom-up and top-down, which features of Bayesian Network are applied in this paper. Another feature is that it can post evidence to a Bayesian belief network to predict a result or to diagnose a cause based on analyzing current beliefs. The evidence is information about a current situation and beliefs are the probability that a variable will be in a certain state based on the addition of evidence in a current situation [10] .
Preprocessing
Although Bayesian network structure can be created by experts based on domain knowledge [11] , more researches are interested in learning Bayesian network from data automatically. Learning structure is more crucial part of the whole course and the final results are directly related to it. Recently many methods for structure learning have been developed, finding the structure that is most suitable to training data. The score based search method uses approximate search algorithms to construct candidates and measures them using scoring evaluation. The dependency analysis method starts with analyzing dependency relationships between nodes to construct a network. However, both methods are not suitable when there are larger data, which in this case brings overfitting which is one of the main issues in using machine learning. The overfitting phenomenon occurs when too many parameters are considered in a given domain. In building Bayesian network structure, it occurs when considering too many parameters in structure learning. So in order to solve such problems and make structure learning more efficient, we can provide preconditioning course previously. Fig.2 depicts the process before Bayesian network structure learning. Given training data, it selects certain relative factors with ordering, and then enters into the step of structure learning, on which probabilistic dependency analysis are based.
Fig.2. Preprocessing of Training data
There are two phases included in preprocessing. First, from the given large dataset with more parameters, it can only consider factors that are more relative with focusing problems, i.e. choose relative factors describing the domain. We can downsize the number of factors by using information theory method to analyze relationships or clustering or other approaches. After determining certain factors, it arranges them in a special order, which means anterior one has direct influence on the posterior one in the same direction of arrow, by analyzing information gain between pairs of observing data. However, it emphasizes the assumption is that problematic parameters are independent of each other when learning structure. All parameters in the ordering lists are able to have influence on each problematic parameter; thereby each problematic problem has the same ordering list only with each different problematic factor as the last one, which implies that all the factors in front of it could be a parent node of the last one. The pseudo code of the ordering algorithm is described as follows.
Applying an ordering node list into the next step of learning, for score based search method, it can reduce the entire search space when adding link to construct network, as a node can be parent only of node which is behind it according to the ordering node list; for dependency analysis method, it can reduce computing complexity as the number of nodes is decreased and determine the direction between two nodes.
Structure Learning
In this paper, an ordering node list with certain parameters is used as input to create a fine-grained model by analyzing conditional independency evaluation, which determines dependency relationships between all pairs of nodes. It should be stressed at this point that Bayesian network implies conditional independencies via showing conditional probability tables for leaf nodes having direct parent nodes.
Bayesian network structure learning from data presents an efficient algorithm based on the conditional independence (CI) test to measure dependency relationships [12] . In this paper, one of the structure learning mechanisms, which begin with the definition of Bayesian network, is based on computing mutual information introduced in the Information Theory for pairs of nodes to reflect different degrees of dependency relationships among them. A threshold is given to determine the existence of probabilistic dependency relationship between nodes.
Experiment and Evaluation
Following the rapid growing internet systems in the Ubiquitous computing era, violations of service level objectives [13] are related to reliability of system and quality of service. As automated management capability described in self-managing, when there are faults such as bottlenecks, violation of Service Level Objectives occurred, the system should find which factor is directly related to them and affect high level performance of system automatically, by analyzing observed parameters consisting of performances of individual servers or processes, capability of network, hardware and software, dynamic variation resource utilizations by different types of client requests, and temporary traffic situation. Thereby, they can be used to determine which part of the system is responsible for current fault of the system, then it is repaired appropriately; oppositely, the collected information can be used to forecast system potential problems, preventing them in advance.
In our experiment, it collects and filters data of interest that can be used for analysis, including CPU, memory, disk utilization, count of client, package volume, bandwidth logged in a server and detects information such as threshold violation in response time and throughput, on which we rely to analyze and control system management for providing high quality of service and performance, as described in Table 1 . Then, after collecting sample data, each parameter should be categorized into corresponding classes according to given criteria, such as High, Medium, Low for performance parameters and Error, warning, normal for problematic parameters.
Table1. Training parameters
We take above parameters as input to create node ordering with certain number of parameters which are highly related to problematic parameters. After learning on the training data, the result of selecting relative parameters is:
Then the observing parameters are ranked by using the proposed approach to output a node ordering list without problematic parameters, as follows:
With the predefined assumption, the problematic parameters response time and throughput are independent of each other. From the above ordering list, it implies that the node orderings can be used when constructing a Bayesian network. Fig. 3 we can see that the created structure is a compact hierarchy model after learning from certain parameters and ordering list. In contrast to the simple structure of Naïve Bayesian network, it discovers and represents internal dependency relationships between each pair of causal parameters in the network structure, which makes the results of inferences more accurate. The next learning phase is parameter learning given structure and training data i.e. fixing conditional probabilities for each node. Fig.4 describes the complete Bayesian network after parameter learning.
The inference courses based on probabilistic dependency analysis can be carried out given the created model, and including inductive and deductive reasoning. Given the convinced states of several parameters, it makes the known state with 100% belief, which operation can change beliefs of all nodes that related to such one after probability being propagated throughout the whole network. For instance, a violation of response time is occurred that makes response time be of error state, the most probable impact factor can be found that low class of bandwidth with the highest probability; on the other hand, when the utilization of CPU resource arrives at 95% utilization which belongs to high class with 100% evidence, the probability of error state of throughput can get up to be the highest, which means that there will be a fault of throughput appeared in coming time. These results derived from diagnosis and prognosis are very helpful for system to take correct repairs to figure out faults or to avoid potential faults in advance. From the probabilistic network, it's easy for us to understand how the factors affect each other by changing the evidences of nodes with dynamic representation.
However, in order to estimate the effect of inference following our approach, we apply testing data into the built model then compare the results with the actual outcome. At first, we evaluate the time consumption of structure learning and error rate given different numbers of parameters, showing the obvious effect of using a certain number of parameters that highly correlate with the domain. From Fig. 5 , we can find that as the number of parameters grows, the time consumption mounts up but the error rate of detecting faults drops and the number of parameters corresponding to the crossing of two curves can be chosen as an appropriate quantity for considering the parameters in such a domain. Furthermore, comparison of time consumption and accuracy is evaluated in the case of selecting 24 parameters regardless of being provided with a node ordering list. Table 2 In conclusion, the comparison of structure learning under a given certain quantity of parameters and ordering list, points out taking the ordering list as input of structure learning accounts for that preconditioning of parameters in the process is much more effective, regardless of whatever learning method is used.
Conclusion
In this paper, a Bayesian Network based mechanism of problem localization for automated system management in Ubiquitous computing is proposed. In order to improve the performance of learning with domain knowledge, a preprocessing step which reduces the size of parameters is added to improve the whole process of Bayesian network modeling. Using the proposed methods, we can transform a complex system into a compact model with high efficiency and accuracy, on which we depend to make inference via probabilistic dependency analysis. In contrast to other existing researches on using Bayesian network, it can process input data in advance, which is implemented with high accuracy to improve the efficiency of structure learning. In order to prove availability of the proposed approach, we perform it in the system performance domain to achieve automated system management and make various comparisons under different conditions.
Our future work will continue to research on machine learning, which is considered as an Artificial Intelligent approach for self-managing system to learn reallife streams of events that expresses health states and faults. There are many algorithms [14] used in various fields for machine learning, including time-series, decision Tree, case-based reasoning, rule based reasoning and so on. Following these methods, it can provide multiple functions in fields of diagnosis, prognosis, fault isolation and root cause analysis.
